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5 Key Questions for 
Good Keyword Karma

To get to your dream account
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2013

Founded in 
Frankfrurt, DE

2019

Profitable revenue 
of EUR 200 million

2020

profitable revenue 
of EUR 405 million
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Growing globablly

team.emma-sleep.com

• About 600 people

• Average age 29

• Active in 30 countries

• Offices in Frankfurt, Manilla, Lisbon, Shanghai
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Luke Milbourn

• 5 years in agencies

• 5 months at

• Averagely aged

@lukemilbourn
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1. What are the 5 questions for?

2. 5 key questions for good keyword karma

3. How to use the 5 questions

4. How to test if your keywords are helping

team.emma-sleep.com

This is what you'll get
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team-emma-sleep.com

1. What are the 5 questions for?
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team.emma-sleep.com

Keywords are still a big lever for performance

• Your account (or you) are new

• Moving to a less granular structure

• Looking to automate keyword creation
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team.emma-sleep.com

Account structure agnostic

• Works for SKAG, STAG, Hagakure

• All match types

• All bidding types

• Probably some exceptions
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team-emma-sleep.com

2. 5 key questions for good
keyword karma
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team.emma-sleep.com

Really just 1 question

Is the impact greater than the effort?
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team.emma-sleep.com

Falsifiability

• A scientific hypothesis is not “true”

• It makes claims that can be proven false

• They have not yet been proven false

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Falsifiability

KARL POPPER
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team.emma-sleep.com

Two ways to answer this question

Positive: prove there will be an impact if we create a keyword

Negative: prove there will not be an impact if we create a keyword
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1. Is there a low chance of being a close variant?

2. Does it capture incremental traffic?

3. Do we want to show a different message for a sub-set of search terms?

4. Will we have enough data to see distinct performance?

5. Is the impact greater than the effort?

team.emma-sleep.com

5 questions for good keyword karma

If the answer is “no” to all 5, have we proven we do not need the keyword?
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team.emma-sleep.com

3. How to use the 5 questions
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team.emma-sleep.com

1. Is there a low chance of being a 
close variant?

Keywords

[best mattress]

[the best mattress]

[best mattresses]

[mattress best]

[best matres]

[good mattress]

Stop words (the, a)

Plurals/singular

Word order

misspelling

Same meaning

Close Variant logic
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team.emma-sleep.com

2. Does it capture incremental traffic?

Keywords

“mattress”

“memory foam mattress”

“memory mattress”

Low impression share

Above average Conv. Value per Click

Does not match additional search terms

Performance
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team.emma-sleep.com

3.  Do we want to show a different message 
for a sub-set of search terms?

Keywords

“mattress”

“spring mattress”

“foam mattress”

“best mattress”

“we sell  the best mattresses”

“we sell spring mattresses”

“we sell foam mattresses”

“we sell the best mattresses”

Ad Copy
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team.emma-sleep.com

4.  Will we have enough data to see distinct 
performance?

• Less than 300 generic mattress keywords over 100 avg. monthly searches

• At 100% impression share, a 10% CTR and a 5% CR we would have 6 conversions a year
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team.emma-sleep.com

5.   Is the impact greater than the effort?

If the answer is no to all our questions so far, 
have we proven there is no positive impact 
from adding the keyword?

Negative: prove there will not be an impact if we create a keyword
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team.emma-sleep.com

4. How to test if your keywords are 
helping
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team.emma-sleep.com

Keywords keep competing with each other
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team.emma-sleep.com

Two main testing options

1. For single campaigns: campaign experiment

2. For multi-campaigns: geo split test
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team.emma-sleep.com

1. For single campaigns: campaign experiment

Mattress 
Campaign

“mattress”

“best mattress”

[memory foam mattress]

[best memory foam 
mattress]

Mattress 
Campaign
experiment

mattress
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team.emma-sleep.com

1. For multiple campaigns: geo split test

Mattress 
Campaign

Mattress 
Campaign
experiment

Old Mattress 
Campaign 1

Old Mattress 
Campaign 2

Old Mattress 
Campaign 3

New Mattress 
Campaign
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team-emma-sleep.com

Recap
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1. Is there a low chance of being a close variant?

2. Does it capture incremental traffic?

3. Do we want to show a different message for a sub-set of search terms?

4. Will we have enough data to see distinct performance?

5. Is the impact greater than the effort?

team.emma-sleep.com

5 questions for good keyword karma

If the answer is “no” to all 5, have we proven we do not need the keyword?
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team.emma-sleep.com

Your dream job?


